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Riassunto. Nell'ecologia del benthos, le comunità e le biocenosi
sono unità descrìttive non perfettamente corrispondenti. Benché lo
schema concettuale basato sulle comunità, originarìamente definite
con un approccio statistico quantitatiyo, appaia più adeguato ad
inquadrare i risultati di un trattamenro sratistìco di dati di tanato-
cenosi, per il benthos mediterraneo questo schema appare un'eccessiva
semplificazione delle realì unità ecologiche. Al contrario, la bionomia
bentonica con le biocenosi, identificate da un gruppo di specie fedeii al
biotopo (indipendentemente dalla loro abbondanza) deriva da un
approccio qu.rlitat ìvo che ha ri\contr.ìto maggior \llccesso rrr i ricerca-
rori dell'area mediterrrnea. Un gruppo di dodici ranaroceno.i rìr-
reniche è stato elaborato con entrambi gli approcci per mertere in luce
una strategia pratica di analisi statistica multivariata dei modelli di dis-
tribuzione in paleoecologia del benthos, che combini i vantaggi degli
approcci qualitativo e quantitativo. Nel caso in cui si debba trart:ìre sra-
tisticamente una matrice di grandi dimensioni di dati di tanatocenosi
bentoniche, si raccomanda di usare un approccio qualitatìvo per un;r
drastica riduzione della matrice di partenza, trattenendo solo le specie
con un preciso significato bionomico, prima di procedere all'analisi
multìvariata quantitativa (classificazione, ordinamento, analisi della
similarità e dissimilarità). La procedura appare la più adeguata all'iden-
tìfìcazione di gruppì "naturali" di biotopi, in quanto il risultato non è
confuso dalla dominanza delle specìe più comuni ed ubiquiste.
Abstract. Community and biocoenosis as descriptive units for
benthic ecology are not perfectly interchangeable. Although the con-
ceptual framework based on communities, originally defined by a sta-
tistical quantitative approach, appears to be the most suitable in the
statistìcal treatment of thanatocoenoses data, this frarnework appears
to oversimplify the picture of the most important ecological units in
the Mediterranean benthos. On the contrary, the benthic bionomy
with the biocoenoses, identified by a group of characteristic species
(disregarding their abundance) derives from a qualirative approach
which has been more successfully adopted for the research in the
Mediterranean area. A group of twelve thanatocoenoses from the
Tyrrhenian Sea has been treated with both approaches with the aim to
identìfy a practical strategy for analysing multispecies distribution pat-
terns in benthic paleoecology, trying to combine the advantages of
both quantitative and qualitative approaches. \When dealing with large-
sized data matrices of benthic thanatocoenoses, it is recommended to
use a qualitative approach for data reduction, on the basis of their sig-
nificance in benthic bionomy, prìor to perform the quantitative multi-
variate analysis (classification, ordination, similarity and dissimilarity
analysis). This procedure appears to be the most suitable for the iden-
tification of "natural" grouping of biotopes, since the results are not
obscured by the diffuse occurrence of the most common and ubiqui-
tous specres.
Introduction
The use of more or less conservative associations
among several organisms as descriptive units for a con-
sidered area is widely accepted as a major tool in benth-
ic ecology and palaeoecology. However, different con-
ceptual approaches produced several frameworks of
classification, which are only partially comparible.
Among them, those based on the concepts of biocoeno-
sis and community have been wideiy applied in the bio-
logical literature.
At the end of XIX century Karl Mobius (1877)
introduced the new term " biocoenosis " to include all
individuals (plants or animals) living in rhe same area,
being closely connected to the mean environmental con-
ditions of their habitat and by reciprocal interspecific
functional relations. The concept of biocoenosi.s is srrict-
Ìy associated to that of biotope, defined as the physical
space (surface or volume) where the dominant condi-
tions (biological and abiological environmenral vari-
ables) are homogeneous. The biocoenoses have been
widely used to describe the distribution of benthic
organisms, in relation ro the environmenral variables,
within the framework of the benthic bionomy, especially
developed in the Mediterranean by the French scienrists
of the Station Marine d'Endoume (among others, Pérès
& Picard 1964).
The delimitation of the biocoenoses is carried out
by identifying a list of the characterisric species, classi-
fied in function of their fidelity to rhe biotope. For
example, the exclwsir,,e characteristic (excl) species are those
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Trophonopsis muricata



























































Tab. 1a - Abundance of molluscan species in thanatocoenoses at the the twelve stations considered for the statistical analysis. Stations are ordered from lefr
























































Tab. 1b - Summary of location, sample volume, depth, sampling device and'abbreviation for the 12 stations. Stations are ordered following the incrèasing
water-depth.
B enthic mo Llws can tJtanatoco enos es t59
strictly localised ar rhe srarions of a given biorope.
regardless of their abundance or dominance, v'hile the
preferential characteristic (pref) species are much more
abundant in a given biotope compared with other
biotopes. A biocoenosis can develop afacies when one or
more species become dominant, leaving unchanged the
overall qualitative composition of the biocoenosis. In
the framework of the benthic vertical zonation. the bio-
coenoses are named on the basis of the main character-
istics of the substrate, for example, the biocoenosis of
well-sorted fine sands (SFBC from the French " Sable
Fins Bien Caiibrés "). This ailows to trace the analogues
of the modern Mediterranean SFBC both in space (such
as outside the Mediterranean; Pérès 1982) and time (in
the fossil record; Piazza & Robba 1998).
In the benthic bionomy the emphasis is mainly on
the quality of the association among all living organisms
and their environment, and not on quantity. In other
words, the occurrence of few individuals of an exclusive
characteristic species is more significant than a hundred
specimens of an ubiquitous species. In an opposite
approach, the concept and the name of each community
as described by Petersen (1915, for example) is based on
the quantitative assessment of the few dominant species
in a given area, disregarding the role of less abundant
species, even if characteristic of the environment. The
latter approach has been more widel;. applied in the
Atlantic.
Pérès (1982) tried to summarise and integrate the
results achieved by the two opposite approaches (bio-
coenoses and communities) into a comprehensive publi-
cation where the term assemblage is used to include both,
in a world-wide perspective.
Fsnecirllr .lrr.i.o rh" l".t 5ll rrearc rn
_, *.. lncreasrn€a
amount of data have been collected, aimed at a better
understanding of the benthic ecology. Flowever, the
increasing diffusion and application of computer-based
multivariate statistics has incremented the use of quan-
titative approaches on these data, discouraging any pre-
liminary, time-consuming assumption or qualitative
elaboration on the species lists.
In a quantirative statistical approach, abundant
and ubiquitous species result to be much more impor-
tant in defining similarities between sites than character-
istic, rare species do. Even if double square-root rrans-
formation of raw abundance data is often used to reduce
the contribution of abundant, ubiquitous species (Field
et al. 1.982; Clarke et Green 1988; Warwick & al. 1990;
Basso & Spezzaferri 2000), they remain on top scores in
the analysis of similarity matrices, often leading to sites
clustering and ordination based on poorly significant
taxa. Databases are often very large and require data
reduction, for several reasons: a) in any survey, there is a
redundancy in the full species matrix; b) computer elab-
oration become excessively time-consuming and most
statistical packages can deal with a limited number of
rows/columns in the matrix; c) since species abundance
arrays are usually very sparse (the pi'edominant entry
being zero), it is suggested to attain multivariate nor-
mality of distribution by a transformation coupled with
a substantial reduction in species considered, to the
most abundant ones (Clarke & Green 1988).
Paleoecologists use fossil assemblages to recon-
struct paleoenvironments. For a given time-slice, the
comparison of fossil assemblages (or shell assemblages)
from different sites through a multivariate statistical
analysis can give a picture of the distribution of past
benthic biotopes. For the Mediterranean
Pleistocene/Holocene, the possibility to compare the
fossil assemblage with the modern biocoenoses
described by the benthic bionomy allows a very detailed
reconstruction of the marine environment. However,
the use of quantitative statistical methods, which high-
light the contribution of abundant species, appears inap-
propriate and misleading within a qualitative conceptual
framework like the benthic bionomy.
This paper is aimed to explore a practical strategy
for analysing multispecies distribution patterns in ben-
thic paleoecology, trying to combine the advantages of
both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
Material and Methods
In order to allow their comparison, twelve stations
(Tab. 1a-b) have been selected with the following crite-
ria: a) located in the same geographic area (Tyrrhenian
Sea) ; b) located on the continental shelf; c) samples hav-
ing defined and comparable volumes and collected at a
precise point (no dredging; Tab. 1); d) molluscan shells
picked up from samples sieved on the same mesh-size (1
mm); e) available attribution of the biota to a specific
benthic biocoenosis.
A raw matrix of abundance data of molluscan
thanatocoenoses have been created from literature
(Corselli 1.981,1987; Giacobbe & Mondello 1994; Scul-
co 1992; Basso 1995; Fallini 1994) . Molluscan nomen-
clature follows Bruschi et al. (1985).
Acronyms used in the text foliows Pérès & Picard
(1964\ and are shown in Table 2.
Some univariate measures of diversity have been
calculated (total number of species, total number of indi-
viduals, species richness (Margalef's d), Shannon diversi-
ty (H') and evenness (Pielou's J), using logarithms to the
base e in the calculations throughout. The k-dominance
curves (Platt et aL. 1.984) for species abundànce have been
calculated combining the stations with the highest simi-
larity (>55% of Bray-Curtis similarity).
In the framework of a quantitative approach, a first
hierarchical agglomerative clustering and non-metric
MDS ordination have been performed on the full matrix
(12 columns/stations and 329 rows/species) of double
160 D. Basso €: C. Corsellt
AP Algues photophiles Photophilic algae
C Coralligène Coralligenous
DC Detritique Cotier Coastal detritic
DE Detritique Envasé Muddy coastal detrilic
HP Herbier de Posìdonia Posidonia meadows (complex)
LEE Lagunes eurythermes et euryhalines Eurythermal and euryhaline lagoons
PE Peuplement hétérogène Heterogeneous assemblage
SFBC Sables fins bien calibrés Fine well-sorted sands
SGCF Sables grossiers et fins graviers sous I'influence des courants de fond Coarse sands and fine gravels under bottom currents
SVMC Sables vaseux en mooe catme Muddv sands in shettered areas
Vase tèrrioène cotière Coastal muddy (terrigenous) bottom
Tab. 2 - Acronyms and corresponding full name of the biocoenoses described by Pérès Er Picard (1964) and cited in the text. An English trans-
lation is given.
square root transformed abundance data. The non-met-
ric multi-dimensional scaling ordination (MDS; Kruskal
1977) is a non-parametric method which uses the rank
order of similarities between samples rather than their
absolute values. The method has been rested ro be sta-
tistically very robust and sensitive in community studies
(Field 8r aI. 1982; \Tarwick & Clarke 1991). Double
square root transformation reduce the weighting of
abundant species and when coupled with the Bray-Cur-
tis similarity (B-C sim.) index, the obtained similarity
coefficient is invariant to a scale change (e.g. the dimen-
sion of the sample; Field et aI. 1,982). Then the same sta-
tistical treatment has been performed after a series of
data reductions of increasing severity: a) selecting only
the 154 more important species on the basis of their
Tab. 3 - Summary of total number of species, total number of indi-
viduals, species richness (Margalef's d), Shannon diversity
(H') and evenness (Pielou's J) for the twelve stations listed
ìn Table 1.
abundance and co-occurrence (this elaboration has been
named "n154"); b) selecting only the species with at least
17o dominance at each sration (elaboration named
"p>1."/o"); c) selecting only the species with at least 3o/o
dominance at each station (elaboration named "p>3o/o").
For the qualitative approach, the original list of
329 species has been reduced eliminating all species with
a wide ecological distribution or without a specific sig-
nificance in benthic bionomy (lre. and sspr. respecrively,
Pérès & Picard 1964;Picard 1 965) . After this firsr reduc-
tion (elaboration named "b154"), the matrix contained
12 stations x 154 species. For a further, more severe data
reduction, only the species exclusive or preferential
characteristic of biocoenoses have been retained (elabo-
ration named "b80"; 80 species retained) . After this
series of reductions, classification and MDS ordination
based on Bray-Curtis similarities have been performed
as specified above.
The similarity analyses have been performed for
the reduced data matrices, both in the quantitative and
qualitative approach, in order to know the contribution
of each species to the total similarity within a given
group (indicaror species, Field et a|.1982). For selected
elaborations, also the breakdown of dissimilarity
between different clusters have been considered, in
order to identify the discriminant species. The package
used for computer statistics is PRIMER v.4 (Plymouth
Marine Laboratory).
Biocoenoses and thanatocoenoses at the considered stations
Columns St12, Stl0 and St13 in the data base (Tab.
1a) list the thanatocoenoses recognized at stations S12,
S10 and S13a respectively, sampled in the S. Teodoro
lagoon (Northeastern Sardinia), and more precisely in
the Pescaia area, which is connected to the open sea
(Tab. 1b). The molluscan thanatocoenosis was charac-
terized by a mixture of paralic (biocoenosis LEE) and
marine (biocoenosis SVMC) species (Corselli 1987).
The BarA and BarB columns correspond to sta-
tions A and B sampled in a current-ssiept channel close
to a Posidonia meadorÀ/, in the Gulf of Baratti (Tuscany).
They represent two mixed (only partially autochtonous)
shell assemblages, since the living molluscan assemblage
is characterised by current-related species (SGCF bio-
coenosis), while the shell assemblages show a mixture of
autochtonous SGCF and DC species mixed with a
majority of allochtonous species transported from by the
neighbouring Posidonia meadow (AB HP) and other soft
bottom biocoenoses (SVMC, SFBC etc.; Corselli 1981).













25 80098 2,13 0,738 0,229
32 89153 2,72 1,18 0,342
20 22163 1,9 0,805 0,26S
123 UU 15 3,28 0,681
111 5644 12,7 2,99 0,634
u 1879 11 2.99 0.674
61 1024 8,66 2,74 0,66i
1o2 6413 11,5 1,68 0,36,4
76 1931 9,91 1,75 0,404
46 2624 5,72 0,579 0,151
87 3764 10,4 2,05 0,45€
129 13575 13.5 2.82 0.5t





























































I gAù I KUts(,UA
lHaliotis tuberculala IAMARCK
lE m arginul a adriatica COSTA
I Emarginula elongata COSTA
lEmargínula huzardf PAYRAUDEAU
lEmarginula puncfulum MONTEROSATO in P|ANI
lEmarginula rosea (BELL)
lEmarginula tenera MONTEROSATO in LOCARD
lPunctureila noachina (L.')
I Diodora gibbe rula (LAMARCK)
lDiodora g6eca (L.\
I Diodora italica (DE FRANCE)
I Acmae a y,rglrea (N4ULLER)
lPatella caerulea L.
I Propilidium scabrosum JEFFREYS
lLepetella laterocompfessa (DE RAYNEVAL & PONZI)
I 
J ujubi n u s exasperatus (PENNANT)
lJ ujubin us gravinae (MONTEROSATO )
lJujubinus miliaris (BROCCHI )
lJujubinus montagui (WOOD)
lJujubinus striatus (L.')
I Monodonta mutabfis (PHI LIPPI)
I Gibbul a ad a nsonl (PAYRAU DEAU )
lGibbula ardens (VON SALIS)
lGibbula fanulum (GMELIN)
I Gibbuta guttad auri (PHlLlPPl )
lGibbu/a magus (1.)
lcibbula railine ata (MICHAUD)
I 
G ibbula tu rbinoides (DESHAYES)
lGibbula varia (1.)
lcalliostoma conulum (L.)
lîatliostoma /augrèri (PAYRAUDEAU )
lcail iosto m a wiseri (CALCARA)
I C alliostoma zizy ph i n um (L.l





Itricolia spe ciosa (VON MUHLFELDT)
lTricolia tenuis (MICHAUD)
I Smaragdia viridis (L.l
lLitto ti na ne ritoi de s (t.\
I Hydrobia stag n alis (BASTER)




Sella semísln?fa (MONTAGU )
Apiculaia similis (SCACCHI)
GonÌostoma auriscalpium (1.)





Tu rboell a lineolata (MIcHAUD)
Acin iopsb hi fl a (t\4ONTEROSATO)
Acinopsis cancellata (DA COSTA)
Actonia testae (ARADAS & MAGGIORE)





Galeodina cainata (OA COSTA)
Turbona címex (L.l
Turbona cimicoides (FORBES)
Turbona geryonia (CHIEREGHIN in NARDO)
Turbona reticulata (MONTAGU)
Ri ssoina b rugu ie rel (PAYRAU DEAU )
Tunitella communis RISSO
Turrite ll a turbona MONTEROSATO
Bittium retieulatum (DA COSTA)
Bittiu m lacts um (PH lLlPPl)
Ceríthidium submami[atum (DE RAYNEVAL & PONZI)
Cerithium vulgatum (BRUcUIERE)
Ce rithiopsis fayalensis WATSON
Cenlhiopsis sca/aris ( MONTEROSATO)
Cèrithiopsis tiara WATSON in MONTEROSATO
Ce rìth iopsis tu berculari s (MONTAGU )
Metaxia metaxiae (DELLE CHIAJE)
Triphora perversa (L.)









Patel caer Patel caer
Lepet late
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Strom bifomi s bìlineafus (ALDER)
Strombiformis glaber (DA COSTA)
Fossarus arrblguus (L.)
Capulus ungaricus (1.)
C I lyptrae a chi nen sis (t.)
Crepld ula unguiformts LAMARCK
Aporrhais pespelecani (L.,
Lunatia catena (DA COSTA)
Lunatia macilenta (PHlLlPPl )
Lunafta pulcf,e/la (RISSO)
Naverita josephinia RISSO
Natícaius punctatus (CHEMNlTz in KARSTEN)
Bolin us brand a ris (L.')
Phyllonotus trunculus (L.\
Muticopsis aradasl MONTEROSATO in POIRIER
MuicoPsis cristdta (BRoccHl)
Trophonopsis muftilamelros€ (PHlLlPPl)
Trophonopsis m uricafa (MONTAGU)
Hadi an ia craticulordes (VOKES)
Ocinebrina aciculata (LAMARCK)
Corailiophila lamelos€ (DE CRISTOFORIS & JAN)
Canth arus dorbígnyí (PAYRAUDEAU)
Chauvetia minima (MONTAGU)
Chauvetia vul pecula (MONTEROSATO)










F usinu s pulchell us (PHlLlPPl)




Va xill um savignyi (PAYRAUDEAU)
Vexillum ticolot (GMELIN in L.)
Conus yentnbosus GMELIN in L.
Milrolu mna olivoidea (CANTRAINE)
Eellaspira rigida (FORBES in REEVE
Be llaspira septangu,aris (MONTAGU)
Bela brechystoma (PHlLlPPl)
Bela nebula (MONTAGU)












Raphltoma histrix (DE cRtsToFoRts & JAN)
Raph itoma la ufroyi (MICHAUD)
Raphitoma linèaris (MONTAGU)
Raphitoma philbeíi (MICHAUD)
Raph itoma purpures (MONTAGU)
Teretía torcs (FORBES in REEVE)
Gibberula caelata (MONTEROSAf O)
Gibberula miliaria (L.\
Gibberula phil ippii (MONTEROSATO)
G ibberulin a cl andeslina (BROCCH | )
G i bbe ru lin a occulta (MONTEROSATO)
Hyarina rnltrela (Rl SSO)
Actaon tornatills (L.\

















Cydo neri Cyclo nei










Gibbe mili Gibbe mili
Gibber cla Gibber cla
Gibber occ
Epito turt Epito turt
Opali hell





Muric cris Muric cis
Troph mult
Colum rust Colum rust
Cyclo neri
Hinia lima
Hinia pygm Hinia pygm
Conus vent Conus vent
Bela nebu Bela nebul
Mange atteMange atte
Raphi hist
Raphi line Raphi line
Teret tere îeret tere










































































H aminoe a cy moelium MONTEROSATO
Haminoea hydatis (L.l
We in kau{lia se m isfnata (REQUI EN)




Cylicft na crossei (B.D.D.)
Cylich na cy! i nd racea (PENNANT)
Scaphander gracilis WATSON
Scaphander lignarius (L.\




Odostom ia conoi de a (BROCCHI )
Odostomia iurrfa HANLEY
Turbonilla acuta (DONOVAN)
Turbonilla delicata (MoNTERosATo in KoBELT)
Turbonila lactea (t.l
Turbonilla rufa (PHILìPPl)





De ntaliu m in aeq uicostatum DAUTZENBERG










Bathyarca gre nophla (RISSO)
Stiarca lactea (L.)
Glycymaris glycimeris (L.)
Glycymeris insubrica (BROCCH 
.
Mylilaster minimus (POLI)
Mu scul u s costulatus (RISSO)
Musculus dlscors (L.)
Muscul us subpictus (CANTRAINE)




C hlamys multistriafa (POLI)
Chlamys varía (l.l
Pecten jacobaeus (t.)
Hyalope cten slmi/is (LASKEY)
Li ssopacte n hyalinus (POLI )
Palliolum ncomparab,/e (RISSO)
Aequipecte n comm utatu s (MONTEROSATO)









Li matula suba u iculafa (MONTAGU)
Limea lascombi MAC GILLIVRAY
Osfrea eduÍs L.
Ctena decussata (O.c. COSTA)
Lorpes /acfeus (L.)
Divaricella divaricata (L.l
Anodontia fragilis (PH lLlPPl )
LucinÒma barcale (L.)
Myftea spínifera (MONTAGU)
Axinul u s crouline nsls (JEFFREYS)
Thyasira alleni CARROZZA
Thyasira flexuosa (MONTAGU)
Thyasira granulosa (JEFFREYS in MONTEROSATO)
Diplodonta apicalÌs (PHìLlPPl)
Di plodonta rotundafa (MONTAGU)
Chama gryphoides L.





Nucul nucl Nucul nucl Nucul nucl
Nucul sulc Nucul sulc
Nucul frag Nucul frag Nucul frag

















Lorip lact Lorip lact Lorip lact
Divar diva Divar diva Divar diva
Anodo frag
Myrte spin Myrte spin Myrte spin
Axinu crou Axinu crou
Thyas al e Thyas alle
Thyas flex Thyas flex









Nucul pell Nucul pell




Glycy glyc Glycy glyc
Glycy insu Giycy insu
Modio phas Modio phas
Chlam îex Chlam flex
Chlam vari
Pecte jaco Pecte jaco
Hyalo simi
Lisso hial Lisso hial
Palli inco Palli inco
Anomi ephi
hians Lima hians
Limal gwyn Limat gwyn
Limat suba Limat suba
Limea' losc Limea losc
Ctena decu Ctona decu
Lótip lact Lorip lact
Lucin bore Lucin bore
Axinu crÒu Axinu crou
Thyas flex
Thyas gran Thyas gran
Diplo apic Dip]o apic
Diplo rotu
Chama gryp





































































leptot ntrrqum I ur I vr\
Lepton solidul u m MONTEROSATO
Galeomma tuftoni (G.8. SOWERBY)
aornía sèbetia (O.G.COSTA)
Kellia suborbiculails (MONTAGU)
Montacuta substtiafa (MoNTAGU )
Mysella bidentata (MONTAGU)






Astafte sulcata (DA COSTA)
Digitaria dígitaria \L.\
G on i I ia calig I y pta (D ALL')
Acanthocardi a e ch inata lL.l
Acanthocardia paucicosfafa (SOWERBY)
Aca nthoc a rd i a tube rcu I ata (L.l
Paruicardium min i mum (PHl LIPPI)
PaNicardium ovale (SOWERBY)
PaNicardium rcseum (LAMARCK)
Plagiocardíu m papllosum (POLI)
Cerastoderma glaucum (POIRET)
Laevicardium crassum (GMELIN in L.)
Laevicardium oblongúm (GMELIN in L.)
Mactra stultarum (L.\
Spisula subÍruncafa (DA COSIA)
Cultellus tenuis PHILIPPI
Ensis ensls (L.)







Tellina serrcta RENIER in BROCCHI
Donax trunculus L.
Donax variegatus GMELIN in L.
Dorax vanusfus POLI
Psammobia castul ata (TURfON)
Psammobia depressa (PEN NANT)

































Cardiomya coste I lafa (DESHAYES)
Cardiomya striolata (LOCARD)





Glans trap Glans trap
Veneri ant
Astar fusc
Acant pauc Acant pauc Acant pauc
Acant tube
Parvi mini Parvi mini Parui mini
Parvi oval
Plagi papi Plagi papi Pragi papi





tenu Culte tenu Culte tenu
Telli dist Telli dist




Abta atba Abra alba
Abra niti Abra niti Abra niti
Abra ovat Abra ovat
Abra pris Abra pris





Gould mini Gould mini Gould minì
Dosin exol
Pitar rudi Pitar rudi
Veneru luc




Kelli subo Kelli subo
Mysel bide Mysel bide
Glans acul
Glans trap Glans trap
Veneri ant Veneri ant
Astar fusc
Astar sulc Astar sulc
Acant echi
Acant pauc






















































































List of the species in the original data matrix (systematically ordered) with their bionomical/ecological signìficance. The list of the
species retained at each step o{ data reduction, both in the quantìtative and qualitative approaches are also shown. Names of indicator
species which best explain the average similarity within rhe clusters are in Italic. Species significant at all steps of data reduction are in
bold. Abbreviations are: meso = mesolittoral; infra : infralittoral; circa = circalittoral; brt : bathyall pss = small solid substrates;
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Comparison of Shannon diversity and Evenness for the
twelve stations in Tab. 1.
Four samples (columns 8170, 811,9, El15 and
MC22) were collected off the coasts of the Elba and
Montecristo Islands (Tuscan Archipelago), during the
TSM Project (Basso et al. 1990; Tab.1b). Station
mingOabeTO (:E170) has a sediment made of biogenic
coarse sand. The living association is composed of a
dominant group of DC species (50%) accompanied by a
conspicuous SGCF stock (33,3%) (Corselli & al. in
prep.). The corresponding thanatocoenosis is dominated
Quontitqtiveooorooch "n154"
Soecies lAv.abund. %S %Scum.
ClusterA-S.Teodoro
Av. Similarity 77.05
Hydrobia sfagna/is | 48901.33 24.62 24.62
Cerithium vulgatum | 4098.67 13.23 37.85
Cerastoderma glaucum | 3251.33 11 48.85
Loripes lacteus | 2787 10.8 59,65
Bittium reticutatum I Zul.ee 9.95 69.6





Turritella communis I lzsl .Al 10,9 10.9
Corbula gibba | 69.67 5.93 16.82
Nucula nucleus | 37.33 4.96 21 ,79
Anomia ephippium I e0.Se 4.56 26.35
Timoclea ovata I f 3.33 4.05 30.4
Abra alba | 14 3.95 34.35





Striarca lactea | 208.5
Bittium reticulatum I tOOO.STricoliaputlus I 1SO,S
Jujubinus exasperatus | 184,5
Alvania drscors | 172.5
Hinia incrassata I lsZ
Acinopsis cancellata | 135
Cluster D- Elba + Montecristo
Av. Similaritv 51.23
Bittium reticulatum | rcti.s 7.51 7.51
Gouldia minima | 78.25 4.29 11.8
Striarca lactea | 97 .25 3.99 15.79
Timoclea ovata | 629.25 3.98 19.77
Juiubinus exasperatus I AZ.zs 3.5 23.27
Turbona cimicoides I 82.5 2.99 26.26













Fig.2 - K-dominance curves for species abundance for the mollus-
can shell assemblages identified at S.Teodoro (three sta-
tions combined), Baratti (two stations combined;, be70
Elba and Calabrian coasts (stations 2E and 15E combined).
Stations have been joined when exceeding 55"/" oî Bray-
Curtis similaritv in the full-matrix dendrogram (Fig.3a).
On the X-axis the species are plotted on a logarìthmic scale
of rank abundance. The corresponding dominance of each
species is cumulated on the Y-axis.
Tab. 5 - Breakdown of average similarity within each cluster identi-
fied ìn dendrogram of Fig. 3c. Species are listed in order of
contribution, up to 80% of similarity. Asterisks indicate
the species not retained in the qualitative approach (see
also Table 4).
by DC species (55,9'k), followed by a significant stock
of PE specie s (20%) and a 5,5o/o of SGCF-characteristic
species (Fallini 199a).
Station min9Oabe19 (:8119) was characterised by
large concretions of calcareous red algae mixed with
mud. The molluscan living association corresponds to a
transition between a DC and C bottom. As expected,
the thanatocoenosis is dominated by hard bottom
species occurring in the AB HP and C biocoenosis
(75%), followed by the DC related molluscs (9,6o/"), the
mud-related species (VTC + YP : 6,9o/o) and the PE
related species (3,4%) (Basso 1995).
Column EllS 1:r,.t;on min9Oabe15) represents a
coastal muddy detritic bottom (DE), whose thanato-
coenosis is dominated by a group of DC species
(56,7"A), mixed with a minor group of PE (7,8'/") anà
VTC species (3,3%). Only l,2o/o of the thanatocoenosis
is composed of molluscs related to the DE biocoenosis
(Basso 1995).
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Fig. 3 - Dendrogram (a,c,e) resulting by hierarchical agglomeratìve clustering of 12 stations, based on B-C sim., double square-root translor-
marion and correspondent MDS (b,d,f). a, b - Complete data set. The dashed line at the 35% of B-C sim. in the dendrogram separates
four clusters (A-D) which have been indicated in the MDS (Stress 2-D = 0.02).The dotted line at the 55% of B-C sim. separates the
groups of stations joined in the K-domìnance curves of Fig. Z. c, d - Retaining the 154 most important species. The dashed line at the
45% of B-C sim. in the dendrogram separates four clusters (A-D) which have been indicated in the MDS (Stress 2-D = 0.02). e, f -
Retaining only the species reaching at ieast 1% dominance (p>1%) at each station. At the 50% of B-C sim.(dashed line in the den-
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Dendrogram (a,c,e) resulting by hierarchical agglomerative clustering of 12 stations, based on B-C sim., double square-root transfor-
mation and correspondent MDS (b,d,|. a,b - Retaining only the species with p>3%. The 50% of B-C sim. (dashed line in the den-
drogram) have been selected for discussion in the text and identified in the MDS (Stress 2-D = 0.01). c,d - Retaining only the species
with a significance in benthic bionomy (Table a). In the dendrogram, the dashed line at the 45o/o of B-C sim. separates four clusters
(A-D) which have been indicated in the MDS (Stress 2-D = 0.03) e,f - Retaining only the exclusive and preferential characteristic
species (Table 4). The dashed line at the 45% of B-C sim. in the dendrogram separates four clusters (A-D) which have been indicated
in the MDS (Stress 2-D = 0.03).Note the Montecristo station is excluded by the considered clustering.
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min88ebe22, located off the western coast of Monte-
cristo Island (Tuscan Archipelago). The biocoenosis is
characterised by species related to the DC biocoenosis
(28,5%) and sand-related species. The same stocks also
occur in the shell rhanatocoenosis (9,46% DC) which is
dominated by hard bottom species occurring in the AP
and HP biocoenoses (about 70"/").
Three stations were sampled along the Calabrian
coasts, where the VTC biocoenosis was recognized:
Sca2E close to Cape Scalea, Am15E close to Amanrea
and Bel7E in front of the Belvedere Mount. A remark-
able abundance of Turritella communì.s characterises the
thanatofacies, which corresponds ro a past high sedi-
mentation phase (Giacobbe & Mondello 1994).
Results
IJnivariate sratisrics (Tab. 3, Fig. 1, 2) shows a 1ow
Shannon diversity (below 1.5) at srations St1O, St12 and
St13 of the S. Teodoro lagoon and at station BelZE. The
iowest values of Evenness (below 0.35) are also found at
the same stations.
The two Baratti srarions show the hiehest scores
in the combination of species richness. diversity and
evenness. Also station ElZ0, the shallowest among rhose
collected in the Tuscan Archipelago, shows a high diver-
sity and evenness.
A comparison between the k-dominance curves
obtained by combining the stations with more than 55"/"
of B-C sim. (Fig. 3a) shows the lowest diversity (flat
curve starting from a high percenrage of cumulative
dominance) for the S. Teodoro srarions, the highest for
the El70 and Baratti stations, with a significant crossing
of the two latter lines at abour 45'k of cumulative abun-
dance (Fig.2).
The full-matrix clustering (Fig. 3a) at the 35"/"
of B-C sim. is well reflected in the MDS ordination
(Stress 0.02; Fig. 3b), producing four groups of stations:
gróup A, with the three S. Teodoro srations, group B,
with the three Calabrian starions, group C, with the
Baratti stations and group D with the three Elba stations
and the Montecristo srarion.
The quantitative approach
At the first step of data reduction, the most
important 154 species, (Tab. a) have been considered for
the muitivariate and similarity analyses (Figs. 3c; 3d) . At
the 45"/' of B-C sim., the same A to D clusters separare
as those identified with the ful1-matrix clustering. Clus-
ter A groups the S.Teodoro srarions, with an average
similariry of 77.05oo (Tab. 5). The indicaror species. e.g.
those responsible for the observed similarity within
cluster A, are, in order of contributíon, Hyd,robia stag-
nalis, Cerithium vulgatum, Cerastoderma glaucwm,
Loripes lacteus, Bittiwm reticwlatum and Abra ovata.The
average similarity within cluster B (the Calabrian sta-
tions) is 64.04%. Following their order of contribution,
the first seven indicator species are: Twrritella communLs,
Corbwla gibba, Nucula nucleus, Anomia ephippium, Tim-
oclea oaata, Abra alba and Tellina distorta (Tab. S). Clus-
ter C (the two Baratti stations) has an average similarity
of 88.43%. The first seven indicator species (Tab. 5) are:
Striarca ldctea, Bittium reticulatum, Tricolia pullus, Jwjw-
binus exasperatus, Ah;ania dìscors, Hinia incrassata and
Acinopsìs cancellata. Cluster D encompasses the Elba
and Montecristo stations, with an average similarity of
51.23'/o, mostly explained by the following species: .Blr-
tium reticulatum, Gould.ia minima, Striarca lactea, Timo-
clea ortata, Jujubinus exasperatus, Turbona cimicoides and
Astraea rugosa.
A further reduction of the data matrix has con-
sidered only the species with p> 1o/o at each srarion, for
a total of 67 species (Fig. 3e, f; Tab. a). The 50% B-C
sim. separates again the same clusters (Fig. 3e), than
those originally identified. Also the indicator species are
the.same as in the previous "n154" data reduction.
The MDS ordinations (Figs. 3b, 3d, 3f) shows that
clusters A and B lie at the opposite ends of the environ-
mental gradient, with clusters C and D in between.
Among stations belonging to clusrer D, El70 lies very
close to the Baratti cluster C, whilst Ei15 is the furthest.
The data matrix has been reduced further, con-
sidering only the 30 species with p>3% 1: "p>3"/o";
Tab. a). In the dendrogram (Fig.4a), at the 5O7o level of
B-C sim. only three clusters separare, of vrhich cluster A
(S. Teodoro) and B (Calabria) are the same than those
identified in the previous elaborations. The third cluster
encompasses all the remaining stations from the Baratti,
Elba and Montecristo areas, with an average similarity of
61.01% within the cluster. The seven most imporranr
species responsible for the observed similarity within
cluster C are: Bittiwm reticulatum, Striarca lactea, Jwjwbi-
nus exasperatus, Gowldia rninima, Ah,ania discors, Plagio-
cardium papilloswm and Astraea rugosa. The MDS ordi-
nation (Fig. 4b, stress : 0.01) shows the three clusters
clearly split apart.
The qualitative approach
The classification of the 154 species with some
ecological significance in benthic bionomy (: "b154";
Tab. a) results in the dendrogram of Fig. 4c. At the 45o/o
of B-C sim. clusters A to D separate. Cluster A groups
the S. Teodoro stations, with an average similarity of
7417% and the same indicator species as those listed for
the "nl54"quantitative approach. Cluster B encompasses
the Calabrian stations with an average similarity of
58.12%. The first seven indicator species are also the
same as those listed in the quantitative approach. Clus-
ter C groups the Baratti and Montecristo stations, with
an average similarity of 6a31% and the following indi-
cator species: B. reticulatum, S. lactea, A. discors, Tur-
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Quolitofive opprooch "b154"
Species lAv.abund. %S %Scum.
ClusterA-S.Teodoro
Av. Similarity 74.17
Hydrobia sfagna/is | 48901.33 25.58 25.58
Cerithium vulgatum | 4098.67 13.76 39.35
Cerastoderma glaucum I 325f .33 11.42 50.77
Loripes lacteus | 2787 11.21 61.98





Turritetla communis I tSaZ.OZ 13.95 13.95
Corbula gibba | 69.67 7.59 21.53
Nucula nucleus | 37.33 6.3b 27.88
Anomia ephippium | 39.33 5.84 33.72
Timoclea ovata I f 3.33 5.19 38.91
Abra atba I lq 5.05 43.96





Bittium reticulatum I te+s.os 9.66 9.66
Striarca lactea I t ae.Ss b.sg 15.24
Alvania dr.scors | 229 5.47 20.71
Turbona cimex | 100.67 4.74 25.46Jujubinusexasperafus I f31.67 4.05 29.51
Gíbberula míliaria | 71.33 3.78 33.29
Triphora perversa I AZ 3.65 36.94
Cluster D - Elba
Av. Similaritv 53.15
Bittiumreticulatum I fzéS 7.1 7.1
Gouldia minima | 72.33 4.37 11.47
Turritella communis I ZZO.SZ 4.3 15.77
Ptagiocardium papitlosum I ZtO.At 4.06 19.93
Timoclea ovata | 816.67 4.06 23.89
Corbula gibba | 374.33 4.05 27.94
Jujubinus exasperatus | 101 3.95 31 .89
Tab. 6 - Breakdow-n ol average similarity s'ithin each cluster identi-
fied in dendrogram of Fig. 4c. Species are lisred in order of
contribution, up to 8O% of similarit,v.
bona cimex, J. exasperatus, Gibberula miliaria and
Triphora pen:ersa. Clttster D encompasses the three Elba
starions, with an avera€ie similarity of 53.15"/" and indi-
cator species B. reticwlatwm, G. minima, T. communis, P.
papilloswm, T. ovata, C. gibba and J. exasperatus (Tab. 6).
The MDS plot (Fig. 4d) shows that the actual environ-
mental gradient subtending the ordination opposes
groups A and B, through the transition of C and D.
The most severe data reduction in the qualitative
approach retains only the exclusive and preferential
characteristic species from the data matrix. After this
operation only 80 species are retained (: "b80"; Tab. a).
In the dendrogram (Fig. 4e), at the 45o/" of B-C sim.
four clusters separate, of which cluster A (the three S.
Teodoro stations; average similarity :78.12%.) is charac-
terised by H. stagnalis, C. glawcum and L. lacteus. CIus-
ter C (the Baratti stations, average similarity : 86.6%)
is well represented by G. miliaria, G. trapezia, C.'oentri-
cosws, and M. cristata, Cluster B (the Calabrian stations)
and D (the three Elba stations) have an average similar-
it.' nf 5i î1o/^ tnA \Ò.97"tn resDectivelv. The first two
indicator species in both cluster B and D are the same: I
communis and C. gibba, but their contribution to the
total average similarity rvithin the clusters is much high-
er in cluster B (48.1.7%) than in cluster D (21.6%).
Cluster B is also characterised 6y P. rwdis, N. pella, A.
prismatica, A. nitida and T. granwlata, whilst in cluster D
are P papillosum, T. reticwlata, and T. donacina. The MDS
ordination (Fig. +f) shows the excluded Montecristo
station at the opposite of cluster A, with clusters B, D,
C laying in between, along a perpendicular gradient.
Discussion
The low diversitl. index and low evenness obtained
for the S. Teodoro stations reflect a higher number of
individuals for fewer species than in the other stations.
In the case of the S. Teodoro lagoon, the species Hydro-
bia stagnalis alone composes the 70-8A % of the total
number of individuals, with other few species (Cerithi-
um aulgatwm, Cerastoderma glaucum, Loripes lacteus) to
compose most of the remaining20-30%. Similarly, at the
Calabrian sration BeIZE (Belvedere) the species T. com-
munis represents 90.87o of the total number of individ-
uals.
On the contrary, the very high diversity shown by
the Baratti and El70 stations is likely to be due to their
shallow location and the mixed nature of the thanato-
coenosis (transport from neighbouring biotopes,
Corselli 1981).
The k-dominance curves of the averaged Baratti
stations crossing the EIZO curve means on one side that
their diversity is similar (Platt & aI. 1,984), on the other
side that the Baratti stations have less highly dominant
species and more rare species than El70 (Magurran
1 e88).
Clusters A and B (the S. Teodoro and Calabrian
stations respectively) remain clearly defined from the
full-matrix preliminary analysis throughout all steps of
both quantitative and qualitative approaches. In particu-
lar, cluster A joins the other clusters at the lowest level
of similarity in all dendrograms, testifying the peculiari-
ty of the paralic environment. Also the indicator species
remain almost unchanged in the different approaches.
The reason is that both cluster A and B are dominated
by few very abundant species which have also a particu-
lar significance in benthic bionomy, namely H. stagnalis
and C. glaucwm for the paralic environment, T. commu-
nis and C. gibba for the Turritella facies of VTC (Tab. a) .
In the "quantitative" muitivariate analysis, the full
matrix, "n154" and "p>1%" classifications and MDS
ordinations result in the same ciustering of stations at
increasing level of B-C similarity (Figs. 3a-3f).
Only for the most severe data reduction at p>3"/",
clusters C and D are reworked, with El15 splitting from
the other two Elba stations and substituted bv the Mon-
recristo starion (Fig. 4^). The Brrrtii stxtions
(BarA+BarB) join the latter group (E170+EI19+MC22)

























31 .25 196.5 1 .39 1 8.51
- 41.5 I .36 19.87
- 39.s 1.35 21,21
266.75 - 1.34 22.55







































100,67 - 2A3 2.43
22.33 816.67 2.28 4.71
1 374.33 2.24 6.95
1.33 229.33 2.08 9.03
16 1164 2.O5 11.09
- 58.67 2.05 13.13
- 96.33 1.88 15.02
71 .33 .67 1.81 16.83
9 101 1,67 18.49
- 84 1.6 20j
281 1 1.31 23.86
Tab. Z - Dissimìlarity term ;rnalvsis bcts.cen Clusters C and D iden-
tified in Figs. 3c.d ("n15+") ;rnd Figs..{c,d ("b154"). Species
are listed in order of contribution to the total dissimilaritv
betu'een clusters, up to 25% of toral dissimilaritr'. Astcrisks
indicate the spccies not rerained in the qualitatìr'e appro;rch
(scc al\o T.rbìe +1.
at about 6a"/" oÎ B-C sim. (Fig. 4a), while El15 joins the
rest of thc cluster at only 54'/" of B-C sim. Retaining
only thc species with p>3'7n causes the disappearance of
many species s'hich were sienificant in "n154" and
"p>7"/"" elaborations, increases the weight of very abun-
dant and ubiquitous species such as B. reticulatum, S.
lactea and J. exdsperd,tus and finally neutralises thc e ffort
to correctly estimate the latter through the double
square root transformation of raw abundance data.
Therefore, the data reduction ar p>3o/o, though still
effective in separating clusters at a verv coarse level (a
different environmental domain), appears unable to
define detailed clustering within similar environmenrs,
such as the detritic bottoms and their transirions ro spe-
cific facies or neighbouring biotopes.
In the "qurlitative" multivariate analvsis, both data
reductions ("b154" and "b80") joinMC22 to the Baratti
stations..ilthough at different levcl of sinrilarity. The
three Elba stations remain always in a clearlv separate
cluster and the same is true, as alread,v obserr.ed, for the
S. Teodoro and Calabrian stations. However, it is impor-
tant to note that in the "b80" elaboration the Calabrian
stations appear more similar to the Elba cluster (linkage
at about 33"/" o[ B-C sim.. than the Baratti * Monte-
cristo cluster (linkage at about 21"/" of B-C sim.), unlike
the results of all previous elaborations (Fig. 4e-f). Con-
siderine that El15 is a muddy detritic with a VTC com-
ponent, this similarity \\-as expected. The "b80" MDS
ordination (F;g. +f) highlights the separation betweeen
the prralic and nrarine domains (cluster A versus the
others along the horizontal gradient in Fig. 4f). It also
confirms the scp:rration of station MC22 from the
Baratti cluster, clarifying the gradient of decreasing mud
input and increasing current influence along the transi-
tion from clustcr C to D and B.
In order to better understand the effect of the
quantitative and qualitative approaches over the same
data matrix, it secms useful to compzlre the "n154" and
the "b154" data reductions, which both operate on 154
retained species (Tab.,l, Figs. 3c, 3d, 4c,,1d). The paral-
ic environment represented bv the S. Teodoro stations,
and the Turritella facies of VTC are clearly defined in
both elaborations, linking to the remaining stations at
los. levels of similaritr, (about 10"/" of B-C sim. for the
S. Teodoro stàtions, about 207o for the Calabrian sta-
tions). 
'Vhen dealing with detritic bottoms a signifi-
cantly different clustering is produced. In particular, the
Montecristo station is ioined to the shallow and current
ss-ept (SGCF) Baratti stations by the qualitative
approach, whilst is grouped with the coastal detritic
Elba bottoms by the quantitati\.e approach. The com-
parison of the similarity brcakdown for the "nl54" and
"b154" elaborations (Tables 5-6) shows that in cluster C
of both tables the indicator species are known to inhab-
it relatively shallow habitats, often among algae or sea-
grasses. On the contrary, cluster D of both elaboration
lists also some mud-related species such as T. communis
or T. cimicoiles, together with species more typical oI
mixed sediments and detritic biotopes, such as G. minì-
ma, T. ooata or P papillosum. The thanatocoenosis of
Montecristo stat;on is actually made of coastal detritic
species (much like the Elba group stations) mixed with
hard'bottom and infralittoral species and sand-related
species (like the mixed thanatocoenosis of the Baratti
stations). Both clustering are therefore acceptable from
the point of view of the possible ecological interpreta-
tion. Howevcr, a greater effort must be considered in
the aim to understand the meaning of clustering where
most of the indicator species har.e a poor ecological sig-
nificance, like that resulting from the "n154" elaboration.
Looking at the dissimilarity analysis between clus-
ters D and C in the two approaches (Tab. 7), most of the
species accounting for the obserr-ed dissimilarity in the
quantitative "n154" elaboration are not retained in the
qualitative "b154". Only Z ovata, C. gibba and T. cimi-
coides are shared by the two dissimilarity analysis. They
result to be useful discriminant species between the two
clusters since thcy are significant for the benthic biono-
my and abundant enough to have some rÀ/eight in com-
Putatlon.
Conclusions
The stations selected for this paper represent dif-
ferent levels in the hierarchy of division of the benthic
environment (domain > biocoenosis > facies).
The highest level of difference, that is the paralic
versus open marine benthos, is easily identified by both
the quantitative and qualitative approaches, at a1i levels
of data reduction. Also the comparison of different bio-
coenoses leads easily to their identification. In particu-
lar, a facies of a biocoenosis (the Twnitella facies of
VTC) is easily circumscribed in respect of other bio-
coenoses since is not only compositionally different, but
also numerically signed by the strong dominance of the
species defining the facies, which justifies the similar
result obtained in the two approaches. The quantitative
approach is a "no assumptionrr method that require a
considerable effort of interpretation of the obtained
clustering when many poorly known or scarcely ecolog-
ìcally defined species are involved. It is of course the
only method allowed when assumption cannot be done
for lacking of basic information (fossils, unknown
B enth ic mo llw s can th anato c o en o s e s 171
sPecles, erc./.
The most severe data reductions in the quantita-
tive approach, in particular "p>3"k" has the effect to
enhance the weight of the most abundant and some-
times poorly significant species of the matrix, leading to
a very coarse separation of the different biotoPes.
When dealing urith large-sized data matrices of
Mediterranean benthic thanatocoenoses, it is recom-
mended to use a quaiitative approach for data reduction,
prior to perform the quantitative multivariate analysis
(classification, ordination, similarity and dissimilarity
analysis). This procedure seems the most suitable for the
identification of "natural" grouping of biotopes, since
the results are not obscured by the diffuse occurrence of
the most common and ubiquitous sDecies.
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